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With over 2,500 conversations with audio and 3,000 short stories and essays with exercises, you are guaranteed to find something that's right for you. Do you want to improve your English listening skills? What about your spelling, writing, and typing skills? Dictation can help in many ways. It even helps you learn new vocabulary in context.
EnglishClub dictation exercises come in three different levels. Try the short dictations first and work your way up. The directions are only there to guide you. You can listen to the dictations as many times as you need to. Elementary online dictation Short recordings of one or two lines Intermediate online dictation Mid-length recordings of one or two
sentences Advanced online dictation Long recordings of one or two paragraphs Note: The easiest way to compare your answer to the transcript is to type in the text box provided (except on mobile). Your typing will improve along with your listening skills. Another option is to write on paper. This is a good idea if you are sharing a computer with a
partner or group. Teachers may also be interested in this option as a class activity. If you’ve downloaded a file using Chrome, Edge, or Firefox on Windows 10 or 11, You can usually find it in a special folder called “Downloads.” Even if you saved the file somewhere else, we’ll give you some tips on where to look. How to Find Your Downloads Folder
Windows 10 and 11 both include a special folder called “Downloads” that is unique to each user account on the PC. By default, it’s located in your user folder with the path C:\Users\[User Name]\Downloads , where “[User Name]” is your Windows user account name. You can find your Downloads folder easily using File Explorer in Windows 10 or 11.
First, open File Explorer and click “This PC” in the sidebar. Then either click “Downloads” in the sidebar or double click the “Downloads” folder in the main File Explorer window area. Once you open it, you’ll see all the files you’ve saved to the “Downloads” folder. By default, all major web browsers save files to this location, but it’s possible to save
files somewhere else. If that’s the case, you can find clues about a downloaded file’s location in your web browser itself, which we’ll cover below. RELATED: How to Open File Explorer on Windows 11 How to Find Downloads Not in the Downloads Folder Since it’s possible to download files to a location other than the default “Downloads” folder, you
might have downloaded a file once and lost it. In that case, you can check your favorite browser’s download history to see if it’s listed there. If you’re using Edge, Firefox, or Chrome, press Ctrl+J on your keyboard to open a list or tab that shows your download history. Or you can open a browser window and click the menu button in the upper-right
corner of the window. In Firefox, the menu button looks like three lines. In Edge and Chrome, the button looks like three dots. Once the menu appears, click “Downloads.” In Edge, a small “Downloads” list will appear. In Firefox and Chrome, a “Downloads” tab will open. To see a downloaded file’s location in Edge, locate the file in the list and click the
folder icon beside it. To see a downloaded file’s location in Firefox or Chrome, locate the file in Downloads tab and click the “Show in Folder” link below it. After clicking the link, a File Explorer window will open showing the location of the file you downloaded. Note that this method won’t work if you’ve moved the file after you downloaded it, but
many times, it will point the way exactly. If you still can’t find the file you downloaded, you can try searching for the file using Windows itself. Good luck! RELATED: How to Search Quickly on Windows 11 Learning to touch type and increasing your WPM is easy with lessons, drills and games to test your skills. Home » English Learning Resources »
Dictation in English Online: 14 Unique Resources You Won’t Get Tired OfYou can give your English skills a serious workout with English dictation exercises. Even though they’re hard work, English dictations are enjoyable and totally rewarding.And with our 14 online resources below, they’ll never get boring. These online dictation exercises cover all
kinds of English communication, learning levels and practice styles.Contents Why Use Dictation to Practice English?Dictation is a simple English practice method. You’ll listen to an English audio clip and your goal is to write down exactly what’s being said. It’s a highly effective way to improve English listening comprehension.Dictations force you to
think about every word and sound that you’re hearing. You’ll write down what you heard and then check your answers to conveniently see what you misunderstood.You’ll also learn new grammar constructions, words and expressions, while reinforcing the ones you already know. This will help you to integrate them into your own speech or
writing.Finally, online English dictation is a great way to work on your written English and spelling. One Dictation a Week and Your English Is on Fleek!Try at least once a week to set aside some time for English dictation practice. On most of the resources below, you’ll find short texts to work with, so it won’t be difficult to find time.Weekly dictations
can help you develop an English-practice routine, which will lead to fluency faster.When you start your weekly dictations, try writing an outline of the text after listening to the audio. This will get you familiar with the process and make the full dictation easier.As you advance you can skip to writing down exactly what you hear. 14 Resources to
Practice Dictation in English Online ToLearnEnglish: A Great Starting Point for English Dictation OnlineThis is a good online dictation resource for beginners. You’ll listen to an audio clip or watch a short video, then complete dictation tasks below.Sometimes you’ll have part of the text and will need to fill in the gaps with correct words. Other times
you’ll need to type out everything you hear. Listen and Write: Many Dictation Exercises in One ResourceOn this website, you’ll find a huge variety of texts for training with the difficulty levels marked, so you can easily choose ones that are suited for you. You can check your level in the section Level Test (on the top panel).One more unique feature is
that there are several modes of dictation:Correction mode: Here you write a full dictation, then check for mistakes.Full mode: In this mode, you complete a dictation, but your work is checked immediately during the writing. So, if you enter a wrong letter, you can’t continue writing until you enter the correct one.If a word isn’t pronounced clearly
enough, you can use the “hint” button and see the last letters of the difficult word.Quick mode: This mode is more suitable for listening rather than spelling. Here you need to write only the first letter of the word you hear. It’s also great for beginners who are just getting started with English dictation.Blank mode: In this task, you need to type in only
the missing words. It’s also good for those who’ve just started to practice, or who don’t have enough time to do a complete dictation exercise.Another advantage of the resource is the ability to track your progress, which will encourage you to continue working. So, you get a certain number of points for each dictation, where your writing speed and the
number of hints and errors are taken into account. Agenda Web: Four Levels to Master DictationOn this site, there are four levels with different English dictation exercises.On the first level, you’ll either dictate single sentences or fill in the blanks of a text after listening to the audio.On the second level you have the same type of dictation exercises,
but they’re a little longer. You’ll also get the option to slow down the audio on some of them, to help you really hear what’s being said.The third level has the same tasks as the previous level, except for the fact that the sentences might be longer and there’s no slow audio option. The fourth level offers medium and long dictations.All these activities
train listening comprehension of English and help you pay more attention to spelling and punctuation. FluentU: Fun Dictations with Real English VideosWant to practice English dictation with superhero movies, hilarious YouTube clips or inspiring English speeches?You can get it all with FluentU!Each video comes with tons of learning tools, but first
let’s explore how to use them for dictation.The videos are organized by genre and learning level, so it’s easy to pick one that interests you. Once you start a video, you can turn the English captions off and write down what you hear while you watch. Pause at any point by simply moving the mouse over the video screen.Once you’ve written some words
or sentences, check your work by turning the English captions back on. Are there any words you don’t recognize? Click the word and FluentU will instantly give you a definition, picture and pronunciation!Each video also comes with a full transcript and vocabulary list, as well as flashcards and exercises to make sure you remember new words when
you’re done watching. Speechling: A Quick and Convenient Dictation ResourceThis resource offers a wide range of short sentences for dictation. There’s a window for text typing and it’s also possible to choose the speed of the audio playback. So, for example, you can listen to the text at a normal tempo and then choose the slow reading mode when
you start writing.To test yourself, you’ll need to click the “Check Answer” button.If you don’t get the sentence, you can click the “Give up” button to see the written sentence and even mark it for review to try again later.One more bonus of this resource is that you can record yourself saying anything and then get pronunciation feedback from a native
speaker within 24 hours for free. Isn’t that cool? Totally worth trying! dictationsonline: An Intuitive Resource for EveryoneThis is a website where you can get short texts on various topics, divided by level of difficulty, from elementary to advanced. This collection of short dictations includes both simple excerpts and chapters from fiction.To start
writing, choose the desired excerpt and a new window will open. Before turning on the audio recording, you can look through some key words that’ll appear in the text. Then you’ll need to listen and write.The excerpts are read twice to emphasize the punctuation.Each sentence is read slowly the first time so that you can write everything down, with
punctuation included. The second time, it’s read at a normal pace so that you can check what you’ve written, but punctuation marks are no longer indicated. Then you can open the text and check your writing for errors.The audio recordings are short—the maximum duration is about 35 seconds. You can do it every day, giving at least five minutes, so
that your English lessons get results. ESL Fast: English Practice for the Whole FamilyHere you can take dictation in English online and practice not only your listening but also your reading skills. There are two levels: elementary and intermediate. There’s no window for text typing, so you’ll need to write down what you hear somewhere in a document
on your computer or by hand in a notebook.Then you can compare your notes with the text below and check if you wrote everything correctly.Beginners and kids can also practice their language skills with the help of the sections “Speaking is Easy,” “Easy Conversations” and “Start Reading for Children.”You’ll find audio recordings and simple texts
with short sentences or dialogs. You’ll be able to listen, follow the text and then repeat the phrases you hear with the right pronunciation. Ez-Dictation: Dictations on Topics You Care AboutHere you can choose a dictation by category so that you can listen to a topic you’re really interested in. Topics include music, technology, sports and more.When
searching for the necessary text, you’ll also see other useful information such as the length and number of words. This is really convenient when you have limited time for studying.You’ll get an audio recording and a written text, with the option to fill in missing words from a text or complete the full dictation. If you choose fill-in-the-gap, you can
choose how many words you want to be missing from the text (10% missing for easy practice, 30% missing for hard practice).You can listen to the audio again and correct all the possible mistakes, which are marked in red. After that, you can check your score and move on to the next task. Breaking News English: English Practice Plus Current
EventsOn this unique site, you can practice English while keeping up with the news. And this means that you’ll not only improve your English but also expand your horizons.At the same time, the texts don’t consist of dry phrases, but of vivid sentences that’ll help you develop your own speech and make your vocabulary richer and brighter.You’ll also
get little stars that serve as clues, showing you how many letters are in each word and how many words are in each sentence. Learn American English Online: Dozens of DictationsThere are six levels of dictation exercises on this site. Each level has several different audio recordings, and there are 10 dictation sentences within each recording.So if
you’re looking for a huge supply of dictation audio, you’ve found it!You’ll need to type or write what you hear on a separate page, and they’ve provided the full answers so you can check all your work. Teacher Joe: Five to 15 Words Per DictationThis resource is created for students with different levels of training and knowledge. There are three
stages:The first stage includes short dictations for beginners, each containing five to seven words.The second stage offers medium-length dictations with more challenging sentences from eight to 10 words.The third stage is for more experienced students and advanced speakers. The dictations in this category are the longest. They consist of 11 to 15
words and are the most challenging for comprehension by ear.It’s important to be as precise as possible, but you don’t have to be upset if you can’t guess all the words. You can just type an X instead of the word you don’t get.Teacher Joe assures that it’s enough to listen to these dictations several times, and the words won’t seem difficult for
comprehension and learning anymore. English Expressions: Dictation Plus Comprehension QuestionsWant to make sure you’re really understanding what you hear? This site includes a mixture of dictation exercises and comprehension questions. This will help you understand not only the words that were used, but also the meanings of the words.The
exercises are divided into four levels, from very easy to difficult.A useful bonus is the availability of the word lists for each dictation so that you don’t need to waste time looking up the words you don’t know. MyProfe: A Motivating Dictation ResourceIt’s all about self-control on this resource.You must listen to the whole dictation and try not to pause
during playback. After listening, write down what you heard. After that, you can move on and start answering the comprehension questions and doing the gap-fill exercises to practice other language skills, as well as learning some new structures and words.Then check your answers with the help of the transcript.The website encourages you to strive
for growth and self-development and choose more complex dictations each time to get the best result.This is the perfect resource for those who need some extra motivation for learning English alone. Listen A Minute: A Precious Minute of English PracticeThis dictation resource (from the same team behind Breaking News English) is excellent for
learning English both alone or with a teacher. What’s special about it is that the duration of each audio file is only one minute.All dictations are sorted alphabetically and each of them has practical activities. So, after listening to the dictation you’ll have to fill the gaps in sentences, correct the spelling and unjumble the words.If you’re taking lessons
with a teacher, the “Homework” part will also come in handy. You can find it on the very bottom of the page of each dictation, along with other exercise tasks. This will help you to solidify the results and knowledge you gained.I hope you’ll find your favorite resources for online English dictations here. And I hope that your learning process becomes
even more interesting and diverse!
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